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the Q300 can operate well outside the normal scheduled times 

as we can be delayed for operational reasons.

Vector: How should pilots communicate with the Q300?

Andrew: First of all, don’t be scared to make contact with the 

aircraft. We will make and accept calls in plain English if needed 

to understand the situation. The Q300 pilots will often provide 

position reports as a range and bearing. GA pilots should also 

remember that they are possibly more familiar with the 

nuances of the local area than many of the Q300 pilots are, so 

instead of saying ‘overhead Carter’s Ford’, try saying something 

like ‘overhead Carter’s Ford, 10 NE of the field’. If you don’t 

understand where the Q300 is or what its intentions are, 

please don’t stay quiet.

Vector: What happens if a GA pilot thinks that they’re in 
conflict with the Q300?

Andrew: We know that the Q300 has no special priority in 
uncontrolled airspace, and the normal see and avoid rules 
apply to all conflicts. If required, we will adjust the flight path or 
wait for you to finish and clear the area. The key thing is to 
communicate early and make yourself visible, ideally with a 
transponder. As a commercial airline operator, we have a very 
low appetite for taking risks, so you are quite likely to find that 
the Q300 will break off an approach if there is an unresolved 
conflict situation.

Steve: All our pilots can remember what it is like to be learning 
to fly and all have had previous GA experience. At heart, we 
are all aircraft enthusiasts. 

Your Company Name  
is Part of Your Certificate
As an air operator you need to be aware that your certificate is issued  
to your company as registered with the Companies Office. If you wish to 
change its name, or sell your company, you need to know the implications 
for your operator certificate.

“The certificate is issued to the company,” says Jeanette Lusty, 
the CAA’s Acting Manager, Special Flight Operations and 
Recreational Aviation.

“If a company wants to change its name, it’s usually pretty 
straightforward if the company itself doesn’t change. The CAA 
just needs to be notified of the change within that company 
and there are forms for such amendments.”

But if a new company is formed, the situation is quite different.

“If a new company number is issued by the Companies Office, 
that changes our records, and it becomes a new certification.”

Jeanette says a recent case highlights there is some confusion.

“We had a company that wanted to start a whole new company 
for various reasons. A new company is a new legal entity. They 
didn’t realise they needed to apply for a new air operator 
certificate (AOC).

“Even if the new company has the same shareholders as the 
old one, it’s a different legal entity once it has been issued with 

a new Companies Office number. If a company name is used 
on an aircraft certificate of registration, that will also need to be 
re-issued.

“There’s a good reason for this. Someone could buy a company 
with an AOC and circumvent the certification process.  
We need to be confident that the people involved are fit and 
proper, and resources are available. We have to ensure the 
integrity of the AOC.

“Also remember, that in cases where your Senior Persons 
change, you need to go through a process for that with the 
CAA,” says Jeanette.

This will not affect sole traders or partnerships – only registered 
companies. Registered companies sometimes use “trading 
as” for a branding name – these will not be affected unless 
they are used on your certificate or are in your exposition.

For more information, see “Keeping your Exposition Relevant” 
in the May/June 2013 Vector. 
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